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By Daniel Vitulich

FCC Broadcast Repack: Timing Challenges and Tower 
Crew Readiness

The post-incentive auction transition scheduling plan depends on tower crew availability and 
on policy changes that may come with the new Trump administration and the new president’s 
appointments to head federal agencies.

Broadcasters have waited patiently 
to discover if and when the FCC 
would announce an official sched-
uling methodology for the post-
auction repack. But even following 
the FCC’s official announcement on 
scheduling — which asserted there 
would be 10 phases of the repack to 
which stations would be formally 
— many obstacles remain that all 
involved parties must overcome. 
Timing presents a major challenge 
as stations prepare to meet un-
known repack deadlines and obtain 
proper reimbursement for their 
efforts. Stations, though, do not 
control the repack schedule. This 
control lies entirely with the FCC. 

In its approach to defining the 
10-phase scheduling methodology, 
the FCC expressed that its main ob-
jective is to develop a schedule that:
● Provides time f lexibility for 

broadcasters
● Minimizes service disruption to 

viewers
● Considers stations’ individual 

circumstances 
● Takes into account the complexity 

of construction tasks
● Accounts for forward winners’ 

construction plans
● Considers tower crews, engineer-

ing services and RF equipment 
resource scarcity

● Factors in local permitting, zoning 
requirements and weather

● Considers the degree to which 
towers will need to be modified
All repack efforts will have vary-

ing degrees of difficulty, and the FCC 
has acknowledged most subjects of 
concern. However, it is difficult to 
see how any of these challenges 

will have a meaningful effect on 
scheduling and phase assignments 
when compared with the risk of 
interference among stations (what 
the FCC refers to as linked-station 
sets). The assignment of new chan-
nels to stations is a difficult task. 
TV broadcast signals propagate far, 
which inevitably creates challenges 

Towers

Figure 1. Stations are nodes in gray; arcs connecting stations represent a dependency. 
Nodes in blue are stations involved in a 29-station daisy chain. Source: FCC Public 
Notice DA 16-1095
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when considering how a repacking 
station may interfere with other 
stations that share the same or an 
adjacent channel. The FCC refers 
to this as a dependency. When 
multiple repacking stations are con-
sidered, then multiple dependencies 
trigger a daisy chain (see Figure 1). 

A daisy chain can extend across 
a large geography, and each sta-
tion in such a chain will surely be 
subject to different constraints 
(e.g., weather, resources, zoning 
and permitting) or complications. 
Daisy chains are agnostic to such 
complications. The FCC has done a 
good job of defining a methodology 
and creating a tool to account for 
all possible complexities. However, 
minimizing dependencies created 
by interference while addressing 

stations’ individual challenges may 
quickly prove incompatible.

 Another concern is the fact that 
stations can begin work at any 
time. Although the phase deadlines 
given to stations for successfully 
repacking spectrum will be clear-
cut, the FCC will provide no official 
start date (as one could probably 
expect). Stations may — and most 
likely will — start with planning 
and construction work from day 
one in an effort to be prepared and 
mitigate risk. An example provided 
by the FCC depicts a hypothetical 
transition schedule (see Figure 2).

This means that even though the 
target completion dates are stag-
gered, hundreds of stations will be 
reaching out to a few engineering 
services firms, tower climbers and 

equipment manufacturers at the 
same time — a concern repeatedly 
voiced by the broadcast industry. 
For example, it is expected that 
about 60 percent of towers affected 
by the repack will need to undergo 
moderate to significant modifica-
tions to adhere to the TIA Rev. G 
standards. Bringing so many of 
these assets to compliance while 
conducting standard maintenance 
work will pose a significant chal-
lenge on resources — adding an-
other layer of complexity to the 
workload. 

Tower Crew Availability
Pressured with little time and 

constrained resources, stations will 
face many hurdles when it comes 
to hiring and retaining broadcast 

Figure 2. A hypothetical transition schedule for repacking spectrum. Source: FCC Public Notice. DA 16-1095
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Towers

tower crews, a major and potentially 
risky problem that the FCC has yet 
to address.

Tier 1 broadcast tower crews 
have unique characteristics. They 
fill a role critically important to the 
success of the repack. The danger-
ous work requires experience, skill, 
manpower, advanced equipment 
and, most importantly, a track 
record of safety. Life-threatening 
problems often arise when handling 
exceptionally heavy equipment on 
these tall towers. Weather, such as 
moderate wind or frigid tempera-
tures, can be a major obstacle for 
safely executing a job. The scarcity 
of qualified crews will pressure sta-
tions to secure their crews as early 
as possible. However, this is easier 
said than done in a constrained 
market. 

To meet the demand, some Tier 
1 crews are considering bringing on 
new experienced hires, methodi-
cally and with ample training; but 
there are not enough to go around. 
Others are awaiting the FCC auction 
results before making any moves, 
concerned that acting early may re-
sult in significant financial exposure 
(remember the switch from analog 
to digital that resulted in excep-
tional turmoil?). Furthermore, the 
industry anticipates some turnover 
problems with qualified crew mem-
bers chasing greater compensation 
and more interesting projects. 

Some Tier 2 and Tier 3 crews are 
stepping up their game with the 
hope of winning a bigger share of 
the market. In preparation for the 
repack, some have ramped up hiring 
and training for broadcast tower 
work. Although these crews do offer 
broadcast tower experience, their 
capabilities are somewhat limited 
and they are not likely to offer the 

same skillset as Tier 1 providers. 
Additionally, to supplement the lack 
of talent, Tier 2 and Tier 3 crews 
are exploring the hiring of wire-
less tower crews with the hopes of 
bringing them up to speed in time 
for the repack. However, broadcast 
towers are significantly taller and 
more complex than wireless tow-
ers, and many experts believe that 
people cannot be trained properly 
in such a short time. Only extended 
time, with gradual increases in re-
sponsibility, will fully prepare crew 
members for the most complex 
projects. 

Despite some efforts to prepare, 
Tier 1, 2 and 3 crews are gener-
ally playing the wait-and-see game. 
Following the 2016 presidential 
election and with the tumultuous 
auction activities, there is some 
doubt about the status of the re-
pack, and many crews are hesitant 
to begin work before more informa-
tion is released. 

Making Safety a Top Priority
Tower crews are not the only 

ones who are skeptical, though. 
Throughout this process, industry 
experts have had polarized views 
on how the repack can be success-
fully executed, particularly when it 
comes to the 36-month schedule. 
Although T-Mobile USA and the 
Competitive Carriers Association 
applauded the FCC’s 36-month re-
pack schedule, the broadcast indus-
try continues to push back, saying 
there is simply not enough time or 
resources available. The National 
Association of Broadcasters (NAB) 
has been the most vocal in this ef-
fort, claiming the FCC’s plan for 
allocating and clearing spectrum is 
nothing short of impossible. AT&T 
even chimed in, though notably 

from a more neutral perspective, 
stating it welcomes any efforts to 
come up with a realistic schedule. 

What’s concerning is that pres-
sure (and lack of direction) could 
result in carelessness and the desire 
to push limits, which presents a 
significant safety risk. There is a 
lot of money to be made by tower 
crews and vendors across the board 
if stations meet the FCC’s deadline. 
However, the aggressive timelines 
will produce the alarming possibil-
ity of compromising safety. 

The FCC will need to put a plan 
in place whereby new broadcast 
tower climbers are properly trained 
and certified, even if the effect is an 
extended schedule or greater costs. 
However, given the lack of time, the 
safety risk will remain, and tower 
crews will be faced with the brunt 
of the consequences.

 
Daniel Vitulich is a principal of Vertix 
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